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The Edmonton Chamber Music Society presents 

Marc-André Hamelin 

Tuesday, April 5, 2022 

All Saints’ Anglican Cathedral 

7 PM: Pre-Concert Performance by Chin Jung Hsieh 

Franz Liszt (1811–1886) 

Transcendental Études, S.139  

 Transcendental Étude No. 1 in C Major, “Preludio” 

 Transcendental Étude No. 2 in A Minor, “Fusées” 

 Transcendental Étude No. 3 in F Major, “Paysage” 

 Transcendental Étude No. 4 in D Minor, “Mazeppa” 

 Transcendental Étude No. 5 in B-flat Major, “Feux follets” 

 
Chin Jung Hsieh was born and raised in Taichung, Taiwan. He is currently a doctoral student and a piano 

teaching assistant at the University of Alberta. He was musically inclined at a very young age and learned 

piano at age eight. In addition to classical music, he also performed a variety of music genres as one of 

the lead singers in a popular Macau casino. 

Some of his achievements include placing second (among more than 2,000 competitors) in a prestigious 

singing competition in Taiwan in 2019; winning the Music Teachers National Association (MTNA) Young 

Artist Performance Competition for Piano, Utah State Division, in 2017; and performing in Carnegie Hall 

in 2014 and in Disneyland in 2012. 

7:30 PM: Marc-André Hamelin 

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach (1714–1788) 

Suite in E Minor, Wq 62/12 (~1751) 

I. Allemande 

II. Courante 

III. Sarabande 

IV. Menuet I 

V. Menuet II 

VI. Menuet III 
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VII. Gigue 

Raised in a large, widely known family of professional musicians, and as the third son of its greatest 

member, C.P.E. Bach’s taking-up the family business was more or less a foregone conclusion. With 

several of his siblings, Bach received rigorous musical training from his father. After completing the law 

degree required for access to the social upper class, Emanuel Bach turned immediately to music, eagerly 

pursuing patronage. Quickly obtaining a lucrative appointment in the service of the Crown Prince of 

Prussia (later Frederick the Great), the “Berlin Bach” would remain part of that city’s rich artistic milieu 

for the next thirty years. 

Dating from around 1751, the E minor keyboard suite looks to similar works by the composer’s father 

for formal and stylistic inspiration. Following the layout of a typical Baroque dance suite, the opening 

Allemande conveys a sense of sombre poise that contrasts with the terse triple-meter pulse of the 

Courante. The slow Sarabande acts as keystone for the suite, inhabiting a sparse, introspective 

atmosphere; the influence of the elder Bach is particularly noticeable here. Emanuel Bach’s career 

bridged an important aesthetic shift. During the decades of mid-18th century, aesthetic trends began to 

shift away from the late Baroque music idiom to that of the early galant style in which the careers of 

Haydn, and later Mozart, would incubate. C.P.E. Bach’s work contributed significantly to the 

development of this new musical dialect, characterized increasingly by its rejection of polyphonic 

complexity in favour of more direct, melody-driven textures. The chain of short minuets that form the 

second half of the suite, with its compact phrases and simple harmonic vocabulary, is a good example of 

this stylistic transition in progress. Closing with a burbling Gigue, Emanuel Bach’s Wq. 62 Keyboard Suite 

looks both ways simultaneously, exemplifying the inherited richness of the Baroque keyboard tradition 

while developing its successor in earnest.  

Sergei Prokofiev (1891–1953) 

Sarcasms, Op. 17 (1912–14) 

I. Tempestoso 

II. Allegro rubato 

III. Allegro precipitato 

IV. Smanioso 

V. Precipitosissimo — Andantino 

Prokofiev’s Sarcasms (originally Sarcastic Pieces) was premiered by the composer in November 1916. 

The work’s five movements were written chronologically between 1912 and 1914 and, as a set of pieces, 

last a little over twelve minutes. Here the listener encounters the young composer at a point of 

departure; for all their forward-looking, bony percussiveness and dissonance, the gentler moments of 

Sarcasms bear strong traces of the perfumed tonal haze that had bathed French music of the previous 

decade. But while Sarcasms wafts of Debussy at times, the music speaks with a determinedly modern 

accent throughout. Prokofiev is more interested in a jarring clash of colours and texture than an 

impressionistic blend. Each of the terse pieces of Sarcasms is illuminated by their contrasting characters, 

from the grotesque quasi-cakewalk of the opening Tempestoso to the despondent, improvisatory 

strumming and grinding bitonality of the fourth movement, marked Smanioso — to be played “with 

eagerness.” The initial reception of such an unrepentantly fresh work was predictably mixed. Fellow 
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composers Nikolai Medtner and Sergei Rachmaninoff were startled by its extremes and, while Sarcasms 

quickly became successful among modernists, Prokofiev himself observed that the pieces “had just been 

written and were little understood at the time.”  

Alexander Scriabin (1872–1915) 

Piano Sonata No.7, Op. 64,“ White Mass” (1911) 

The ecstatic sound world of Scriabin’s seventh piano sonata is one of extremes. Cast as a single, restless 

movement, the work is a kaleidoscope of schizophrenic gestures that demand attention; the seventh 

sonata is permeated by a sense of frenetic urgency. Refusing to dwell on any one thought or sustained 

emotion for very long, the relentless invention and originality of Scriabin’s musical ideas at first seem to 

seduce and disorient. For all its deceptive ambiguity, however, Scriabin’s White Mass is a tightly 

structured work that relies on advanced chromaticism and contrapuntal complexity to conjure an 

atmosphere of celestial mystery that, at times, even seems to transcend the auditory. Exploiting the full 

range of pianistic technique and colour, passages imitating flashes of lightning or roiling clouds of 

perfume have an almost visual, tangible quality to them. Scriabin’s music plunges the listener into 

something like a powerful hallucination. Scriabin is the Cheshire Cat of composers, and the attractive, 

intensely alive music of the White Mass is nothing short of psychedelic.  

 

INTERMISSION 

 

Ludwig van Beethoven (1770–1827) 

Piano Sonata in B-flat Major, Op. 106,“ Hammerklavier” (1817–18) 

I. Allegro 

II. Scherzo: Assai vivace 

III. Adagio sostenuto 

IV. Introduzione: Largo – Allegro – Fuga: Allegro risoluto 

Beethoven’s twenty-ninth piano sonata is widely considered one of, if not the, greatest solo keyboard 

work in the literature. Exacting gruelling technical and intellectual demands perhaps only equalled in his 

later Diabelli Variations, the Hammerklavier sonata is emblematic of the astounding originality and 

craftsmanship that permeate the masterworks of the composer’s last decade. The work is a feat of 

emotional depth; throughout, Beethoven exchanges muscular heroism for wandering introspection, 

brusque, irreverent humour for academic seriousness. As with the late string quartets, the 

experimentality and extreme difficulty of the Hammerklavier sonata was met with confusion and 

frustration by contemporary performers and audiences alike. Only in 1836 did it receive its first public 

performance, at the hands of Franz Liszt (at the time, likely the only pianist after Beethoven to have 

mastered it), quickly claiming its hallowed place in the cannon thereafter.  

The first movement opens with a triumphant, fortissimo fanfare that heralds an ensuing exploration of 

the sonata form and its possibilities. Fugal writing creeps into the development section of the Allegro 

and we hear the majestic opening motif put through its musical paces. The considerable pianistic 

athleticism that this section of the work demands moves from one of muscular command to boisterous, 
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winking agility in the following Scherzo movement. Here too the composer plays with our expectations, 

framing a jagged, frenetic central section between the jocular, upbeat beginning and end; Beethoven is 

always up for a laugh at the audience’s expense, and the whiplash contrasts of textures and emotions 

are the real genius of this, the sonata’s shortest movement. Having demonstrated the concentrated 

power of his expressive capabilities in miniature, the work turns to the opposite direction in the colossal, 

sustained slow movement that follows. Lasting longer than the first two movements combined, the slow 

movement of the Hammerklavier is one of the most personal and haunting musical statements of its 

composer’s entire late oeuvre. Expansive in scope, the Adagio sostenuto surveys a vast, strange 

emotional landscape that investigates each motivic and textural possibility to its limit in relentless 

pursuit of an expressive exactness. The finale begins with a highly improvisatory introduction that 

quotes the three earlier movements, wandering through several different keys until finally resolving 

firmly in the home key with the commencement of a gargantuan fugue. The murky chaos of the 

preceding slow movement explodes in an unprecedented outpouring of contrapuntal rigour that is as 

staggering a purely intellectual achievement as it is an obvious feat of instrumental virtuosity. This is 

music written for the sole satisfaction of its composer. Beethoven, the master builder, leaves the 

listener outside, agog, staring up at the magnificent originality and complexity of his architecture.   

 

Program Notes  
by Morgan Luethe 

Marc-André Hamelin  

“A performer of near-superhuman technical prowess” (The New York Times), pianist Marc-André 

Hamelin is known worldwide for his unrivalled blend of consummate musicianship and brilliant 

technique in the great works of the established repertoire, as well as for his intrepid exploration of the 

rarities of the 19th,  20th,  and 21st centuries – in concert and on disc – earning his place as a true icon of 

the piano. 

The summer of 2021 found Mr. Hamelin returning to live performances with the Minnesota Beethoven 

Festival and Chamber Music Northwest, and in recital for San Francisco Performances which included 

the world premiere of his piano quartet Nowhere Fast with the Alexander String Quartet (an SFP 

commission), and a return to the Festival International de Launadiere to perform all five Beethoven 

piano concerti over two nights with the Orchestre Metropolitan and music director Yannick Nézet-

Séguin, which was followed by recitals at the Schubertiade and in Dubai. 

Highlights of the 2021/2022 season include a return to the Atlanta Symphony for the world premiere of 

Michael Gandolfi’s piano concerto led by Robert Spano, the Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony, and the 

Austin MN Symphony. Recital appearances will include with the 92nd Street Y, Music Toronto, 

Performance Santa Fe, Wilton Candlelight Concerts, Edmonton Chamber Music Society, and Parlance 

Chamber Concerts. He also joins the faculty of the New England Conservatory for a one-year 

appointment. 

European orchestral appearances will include the Dresden Philharmonic with Marek Janowski, Tonhalle 

Orchester Zürich with David Zinman, Czech Philharmonic, both Brahms concerti with the Bremen 

Philharmonic, Ryan Wigglesworth Concerto with the Hallé Orchestra, and Brahms’ Second Symphony 

with the Valencia Symphony. Recital appearances will include the Wigmore Hall, SWR Sinfoniorchester, 
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Moscow State Philharmonic Society, Herkulesaal – Munich, Florence, Ruhr, Siena, Perugia, Cziffra 

Festival Budapest, Torino, and Berlin Piano Festival, among others. He reunites with friend and colleague 

Leif Ove Andsnes for duo recitals at Wigmore Hall, the Vienna Konzerthaus, Bergen Festival, Bozar in 

Brussels, and Klavierfest Ruhr. 

An exclusive recording artist for Hyperion Records, his discography includes more than 60 albums, with 

notable recordings of a broad range of repertoire. In 2020, Hyperion released two acclaimed albums by 

Mr. Hamelin – one a solo disc of Liszt and Thalberg opera transcriptions, and the other piano sonatas of 

composer/pianist Samuil Feinberg. His latest disc is a two-disc set of CPE Bach sonatas and rondos. 

Mr. Hamelin has composed music throughout his career, with nearly 30 compositions to his name. The 

majority of those works – including the Études and Toccata on L’Homme armé, commissioned by the 

Van Cliburn International Piano Competition – are published by Edition Peters. His other most recent 

work, Suite à l’ancienne (Suite in the old style), was premiered in February 2021 by pianist Rachel Naomi 

Kudo, with funding from her Gilmore Young Artist Award. 

Mr. Hamelin makes his home in the Boston area with his wife, Cathy Fuller, a producer and host at 

Classical WCRB. Born in Montreal, he is the recipient of a lifetime achievement award from the German 

Record Critics’ Association and has received seven Juno Awards, eleven GRAMMY nominations, and the 

2018 Jean Gimbel Lane Prize in Piano Performance awarded by Northwestern University’s Bienen School 

of Music. In December 2020 he was awarded the Paul de Hueck and Norman Walford Career 

Achievement Award for Keyboard Artistry from the Ontario Arts Foundation. He is an Officer of the 

Order of Canada, a Chevalier de l’Ordre du Québec, and a member of the Royal Society of Canada. 

 

marcandrehamelin.com 

https://www.marcandrehamelin.com/

